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Efficient Decentralized Visual Place Recognition
Using a Distributed Inverted Index
Titus Cieslewski and Davide Scaramuzza
Abstract—State-of-the-art systems that do place recognition in
a group of n robots either rely on a centralized solution, where
each robot’s map is sent to a central server, or a decentralized
solution, where the map is either sent to all other robots, or
robots within a communication range. Both approaches have
their drawbacks: centralized systems rely on a central entity
which handles all the computational load and cannot be deployed
in large, remote areas; decentralized systems either exchange n
times more data or preclude matches between robots that visit
the same place at different times while never being close enough
to communicate directly. We propose a novel decentralized
approach which requires a similar amount of data exchange
as a centralized system, without precluding any matches. The
core idea is that the candidate selection in visual bag-of-words
can be distributed by pre-assigning words of the vocabulary to
different robots. The result of this candidate selection is then
used to choose a single robot to which the full query is sent.
We validate our approach on real data and discuss its merit in
different network models. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work to use a distributed inverted index in multi-robot
place recognition.
Index Terms—Distributed Robot Systems, Networked Robots,
SLAM
I. INTRODUCTION
MANY robotic applications can benefit from paralleldeployment of multiple robots. In a search and rescue
mission for example, the search area can be subdivided, so that
each robot has less space to cover, resulting in quicker task
completion. In order for the robots to efficiently collaborate,
they need to know where they are with respect to each
other and to the search area. In unstructured, GPS-denied
environments, a robust way to achieve this is to have each
robot create a map of the environment and then let it localize
itself in the maps created by other robots. In such a scenario,
if two robots A and B want to find out their relative poses,
robot A can send its map data MA to robot B (or vice versa).
Robot B can then perform place recognition between MA and
MB . When extending this problem to n > 2 robots, roboticists
typically use one of the following approaches:
Centralized: Each robot sends its map to a central server,
which performs all place recognition computations [1]–[5].
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Fig. 1. Our method significantly reduces the amount of data exchanged for
place recognition in a decentralized multi-robot system. This is achieved by
distributing the candidate selection of bag of words place recognition. decentr.
query all, gv1 stands for a query-all approach where geometric verification is
performed only at one robot.
Decentralized, query all: Each robot sends its map to
every other robot. Then, each robot can run place recognition
between its own map and the maps of all other robots [6].
Decentralized, query in range: Same, but maps are only
shared with robots in a certain communication range [7]–[9].
In this paper we show that, in terms of the amount of
data exchanged as a function of robot count, current de-
centralized place recognition schemes are less scalable than
their centralized counterparts. We then propose a novel decen-
tralized scheme specifically designed for feature-based visual
approaches, which scales similarly to a centralized method (see
Fig. 1). This comes at the cost of only mildly affected recall.
The proposed method is inspired by work on distributing
visual queries in server clusters [10], [11]. The gist is that
we distribute the task of candidate frame selection into n
queries of size Cn , where C is the amount of data that would
otherwise be sent to every other robot. We then send the
full query for geometric verification only to the one robot
that has observed the best candidate. The motivation for
using a decentralized system instead of a centralized one is
that the latter has a computational bottleneck at the central
station, which should always stay operational. Furthermore,
centralized systems cannot be deployed in remote, large areas
because of limited communication range.
II. RELATED WORK
The presented decentralized place recognition algorithm is
based on bag-of-words visual place recognition. This method
has been pioneered by [12], and we make use of further
improvements as presented by [13], [14]. An essential part
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of our system is the use of an inverted index, a technique
borrowed from document retrieval [15]. There, the inverted
index is a key-value map where the keys are words and the
value for each word is a list of documents containing it.
The fact that inverted indices can be distributed has already
been discovered in document retrieval literature in the early
90s [16], [17]. Back then, the main focus was on distributing
document retrieval to multiple processors on the same ma-
chine. With the advent of distributed hash tables [18], [19]
and faster Internet connections in the early 2000s, however,
researchers started to propose distributed document retrieval
over peer-to-peer networks [20], [21], all pivoting around
distributed inverted indices.
Only a small number of these can be effectively applied
to visual place recognition, as there are significant differences
between document and place retrieval. In visual place recog-
nition, the query size is typically equal to the document size.
Furthermore, each query is simultaneously inserted as a new
document into the database. Lastly, while document retrieval
is typically about obtaining all documents relevant to a query,
we will contend with at most a single match per query in our
scenario.
Some work exists in distributed image retrieval: Yan et al.
[22] have developed distributed image search in camera sensor
networks. Their query approach, however, is decentralized,
query all. Aly et al. [23] proposed to distribute kd-tree-based
image retrieval. However, the hierarchical nature of kd-trees
requires that approach to pass through a central server. Ji et
al. [10], [11] made the step of going from distributing images
among servers to distributing the vocabulary, which is essential
to effectively reduce the amount of data exchange. Doing this
work in the context of image queries in a local network,
however, their focus is more on overall query speed than it is
on the amount of transmitted data. Thus, they do not consider
that it is not scalable, in terms of bandwidth, to return partial
scores for all images — which we address in section IV-C.
Furthermore, we exploit geometric verification, which allows
us to simplify the distributed query without affecting precision.
Finally, while their approach distributes the workload, they
use a central server that coordinates each query. In contrast,
our approach is perfectly decentralized as soon as every robot
knows the address of every other robot.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first ones to apply
a distributed inverted index in multi-robot place recognition.
III. AMOUNT OF DATA EXCHANGED: SCALABILITY
Regarding place recognition systems, we will from here on
use the term add-querying a place, meaning to simultaneously
add a place to the database and query it. We assume that
in a multi-robot system, places (in our case visual key-
frames) observed by each robot are add-queried regularly. The
expected total amount of data exchanged in the system due to
place recognition within a unit of time is then:
dtot = n ·E[f ] · dq, (1)
where n is the number of robots in the system, E[f ] the
expected frequency at which each robot add-queries a place,
and dq the data that needs to be transmitted for each add-
query. For now, if the same data is transmitted to two different
robots, we count it twice, and we consider direct connections
between robots. See Section VII for a discussion of multi-cast
and multi-hop networks. We assume that both n and E[f ]
are factors of dtot independent of the approaches considered
hereafter, so we characterize their scalability solely by dq .
In centralized place recognition, dq is independent of n, or
O(1), since each add-query is sent only to the central server.
In decentralized, query-all place recognition, each add-query
is sent to n − 1 robots, and dq assumes a complexity of
O(n). In the query in range variant, the amount of robots
to which an add-query is sent varies, but the complexity
is O(n) in the worst case. It could be limited to O(1) by
only sending queries to the closest k robots, but that would
preclude localization with respect to robots outside of that
clique. Limited-communication approaches that accumulate
add-queries or propagate them through the network (such
as [7]) reduce to a dq complexity of O(n), since in the
end each place gets shared with every robot. Thus, previous
decentralized schemes, which have a dq complexity of O(n)
are inherently less scalable than the centralized scheme with
its complexity of O(1).
In contrast, we propose a decentralized scheme whose dq is
close to the centralized case. This is achieved by splitting the
add-query into two queries: first, a distributed query in which
messages of O( 1n ) size are sent to every other robot 1 second,
a targeted query where the full place information is sent to one
robot only. The recipient of the targeted query is determined
by the outcome of the distributed query.
IV. METHODOLOGY
For simplicity, we consider place recognition algorithms
which identify places with images. This reduces visual place
recognition to matching of images. State-of-the-art visual place
recognition is typically performed in two steps: 1) The full set
of previously seen images {Ii} is reduced to a set of candidates
using visual appearance-based matching or other criteria. 2)
These candidates are verified for geometrical consistency
with the query image Iq . Only places passing this step are
considered to be a match. A popular choice for the first step
is comparing visually salient features, typically image patches
around keypoints. Since image patches are high-dimensional
and matching them is expensive, they are reduced to lower-
dimensional features. This reduction can be achieved using
PCA or variations thereof [24], [25], quantization of the high-
dimensional space, e.g. using k-means [12], or more recently,
convolutional neural networks [26].
We focus on approaches which quantize the feature space,
since they are most amenable to distribution, as will become
clear soon. When quantizing the feature space, each cell is
identified by what is called a word Ww in a vocabulary {W}.
A frame I can now be represented as a bag-of-words vector
1Strictly speaking, the complexity is still O(n) due to overhead and
responses from sending data to n other robots. However, since the amount of
the bulk of the data is reduced by a factor of n, the resulting total amount of
data sent per query is much closer to the centralized case, see Fig. 1.;
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(a) The query frame Iq contains several features which are mapped to
visual words Wi. Iq can thus be represented by a bag-of-words vector ~vq .
Responsibility for visual words is distributed among the robots and ~vq is
subdivided accordingly.
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(b) Rrq sends to each robot Rr the portion of ~vq which it is responsible for.
Each robot Rr then returns a partial response.
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(c) From the partial responses, Rrq derives which robot is the most likely
to have seen a place matching Iq . Only to that robot it sends the full Iq to
perform standard place recognition with geometric verification.
Fig. 2. The essential steps of the proposed method. Illustrated for n = 3 and
where the querying robot Rrq is R0.
~v ∈ R|{W}|, where the w-th coefficient of ~v is the TF-IDF
value of Ww in I . The TF-IDF (term frequency - inverse
document frequency) value is the frequency of this word in I
normalized by its overall frequency. It reflects that overall less
frequent words carry more information when matching frames
containing them [15]. Now, a given frame Ii can be matched
to the query frame Iq using the score
s(i, q) = 1− 1
2
∣∣∣∣ ~vi|~vi| − ~vq|~vq|
∣∣∣∣
1
, (2)
where | · |1 stands for the `1 norm. If s(i, q) is close to 1, ~vi
and ~vq are similar, in which case Ii is passed to the geometric
verification step. If the vectors ~v are pre-normalized, s can be
re-written as a sum for each w:
2 · s(i, q) = 2− |~vi − ~vq|1 = |~vi|1 + |~vq|1 − |~vi − ~vq|1
=
∑
w
vi,w + vq,w − |vi,w − vq,w| .=
∑
w
sw(i, q) (3)
An important property of this is that a given summand sw
is zero if either vi,w or vq,w is zero. This allows fast candidate
selection using inverted indices. We exploit the sum form of
the score to distribute the candidate selection.
A. Distributing candidate selection
Regarding key-value lookup in a peer-to-peer network,
distributed hash tables show that significantly less data can be
exchanged by deterministically assigning keys to peers, and
having these peers store the corresponding values. If peers
that want to perform a query can locally compute which
peer is responsible for storing the sought value, then there
is no need to send the query to other peers. This cannot be
directly applied to place recognition since, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no deterministic mapping of observations
of the same place to a unique string. In contrast, words of a
pre-calculated vocabulary can be assigned to specific peers. We
therefore distribute the evaluation of scores in (3) by assigning
each word Ww to a robot Rh(w) with h(w) = w mod n. Each
bag-of-words vector ~vi can then be subdivided into n partial
vectors ~v(r)i , which only contain the coefficients w : h(w) = r
(see Fig. IV). Note that this scheme does not support dynamic
sets of robots natively. Adding robots can be handled by not
distributing queries to them. For orderly departure of robots,
however, we cannot conceive a method that would not transmit
a lot of data. The special case of node failure is analyzed in
a similar system by [10].
Now, each robot can calculate a partial score
sr(i, q) =
∑
w:h(w)=r
sw(i, q) (4)
for every potential match using only ~v(r)q and ~v
(r)
i . Since in
multi-robot place recognition the potential matches for the q-
th query is the set of all previous queries, robot Rr only needs
to receive ~v(r)q at the q-th query to calculate the partial scores
sr(i, q) for all candidates. It can then add ~v
(r)
q to {~v(r)i } for
future queries. Thus, the first part of our place recognition
query consists of sending ~v(r)q to each robot Rr (see Fig. IV).
For now, let’s assume that robot Rr responds with a map {i→
(ri, sr(i, q))}. We address the scalability of these responses in
section IV-C. Having received {i → (ri, sr(i, q))} from each
robot Rr, the querying robot can calculate the score for all
candidate frames:
{i→ (ri, s(i, q) =
∑
r
sr(i, q))} (5)
B. Asking the right peer for geometric verification
State-of-the-art methods such as DBoW2 [14] or its im-
plementation in ORB-SLAM [27] pass multiple candidates to
geometric verification. To reduce data exchange, we send the
geometric verification query to only one robot Ri∗ (Fig. IV),
potentially sacrificing recall. Note that this one robot may still
evaluate multiple candidate frames. We let it perform local
candidate selection between Iq and all the frames that it has
previously observed itself. Ri∗ is chosen from (5) with:
i∗ = argmax
i
∑
r
sr(i, q) (6)
C. Scalability with the map size - minimal partial responses
As hinted at the end of section IV-A, having each peer
respond with {i → (ri, sr(i, q))∀i} is not scalable, as the
response size would grow linearly with the amount of frames
observed by all robots. We have found a simple way to make
the response size scalable: we make each robot return only
the one frame with the highest partial score sr(i, q). While
the underlying assumption
i∗ = argmax
i
∑
r
sr(i, q) if i = argmaxi′ sr(i
′, q)
0 otherwise
(7)
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Fig. 3. Probability that out of n robots, at least one is assigned at least two
out of c words. Being responsible for multiple words increases the odds of
contributing to a successful distributed candidate selection even if only the
single best partial score is returned.
might not hold for general vectors, we have found that it works
well enough for visual bag-of-words vectors and the range of
the robot count n that we have performed our experiments
with. We identify some mechanisms that help with this: as has
been previously shown [28], a small part of observed words
contributes a big part towards the score. In the extreme case
where only one word is responsible for the entire score, it is
trivial show that (7) holds. In practice however, there are up to
a couple dozen words that contribute to most of the score. For
higher relevant word counts, another mechanism is in place:
in order for an outlier to be considered the correct match by
our evaluation (7), it needs to consistently have better partial
scores sr(i, q) than the true positive. This is unlikely unless
it observes a very similar scene. In contrast, if the outliers
do not have consistently better partial scores, it should be
sufficient for the true positive to have the best partial score
at only two robots — if all of the top contributing words
contribute similarly, the true positive will be the maximum in
(7). Finally, for matches with a larger amount of contributing
words, it is more likely that some robots will be responsible
for several of them, which decreases the odds that an outlier
outperforms the true positive at that robot while at the same
time increasing the weight of the partial score by that robot.
For instance, the probability that there is at least one of n
robots responsible for two of the c contributing words is 1
minus the probability that no robot is assigned two or more
words, or 1−∏cj=1 n+1−jn (see Fig. 3). Evidently for as little
as twenty contributing words, groups of up to 100 robots will
almost certainly have at least one robot that is responsible
for two words. A detailed study of mathematically derived
guarantees for these mechanisms is outside of the scope of
this paper. Instead, we provide a detailed case analysis for
n = 30 in Fig. 4.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate our system, we use the data from
KITTI 00 [29] and Ma´laga 10 [30] as if it were recorded
by a group of robots: we first split each dataset into 20 non-
overlapping sequential parts (Fig. 5), run the visual odometry
(VO) thread of ORB-SLAM [27] on each part, and save each
resulting map together with all timestamps that capture at
what time what portion of the map has been created. We
then load all maps and run the ORB-SLAM [27] version of
DBoW2 [14] between all possible pairs of maps, after having
performed bundle adjustment. We save the resulting matches
as ground-truth reference, as we evaluate precision and recall
0 1000 2000 3000
Partial score maxima with n=30
0 1000 2000 3000
0 1000 2000 3000
Malaga 10 frame #
Fig. 4. A close look at three instances of partial maxima-based candidate
selection (7). For three query frames with a unique ground truth match (blue
line), dots represent the partial scores sr(i, q) for all robots r (color) and
all other frames i (x-axis) except the ones inside a radius of 50 key-frames
(gaps). Red crosses represent the best partial candidate (i, sr(i, q)) at each
robot. In the first two cases, the true positive accumulates enough partial
scores to outperform the outliers, which do not manage to outperform the
true positive consistently across robots. In the third case, however, an outlier
at around i ∼ 2000 successfully accumulates two maximum partial scores,
which is enough to outperform the weak true positive. Note how the true
positive suffers from having neighboring frames which also have maximum
scores at some robot. This suggests that clustering partial maxima that are
close in time, or using a lower frame rate for place recognition could improve
recall.
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Fig. 5. Sub-trajectories assigned to different robot processes.
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Fig. 6. Confusion matrices for centralized evaluation on the used datasets.
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relative to this centralized place recognition. See Fig. 6 for the
resulting confusion matrices. We run 10 trials of our system
for each of n ∈ [2, 20], where the maps are chosen such that
there is always at least one ground truth match. This avoids
meaningless recall values for small n.
All experiments are performed on a single i7 machine and
run in real time. This is enabled by pre-calculating the VO,
bundle adjustment (required for good results in geometric
verification) and all descriptor-to-word mappings. Each robot
is implemented as an independent process and networking is
done using ZeroMQ and Google Protocol Buffers. We use
the pre-trained visual vocabulary that is provided with ORB-
SLAM.
A. Data exchange evaluation
For every place recognition query we log both the amount
of data exchanged for the distributed candidate selection query
and responses dc, and the amount of data exchanged for
the geometrical verification query and response dg . For each
evaluated robot count n we average (dc+dg) and report them
as data exchanged per query by our method. We compare
this to dg , our model traffic for centralized place recognition
and (n − 1) · dg , our model traffic for classic decentralized
place recognition. Since we observe that dg > dc, we also
propose an alternative query-all approach where first only
~vq is sent to all robots for candidate selection based on
their individual maps. Similarly to our approach, the querying
robot then only selects the one robot with the best candidate
and sends to it the full information required for performing
geometric verification. We model the data exchange for this
with (n− 1) · dc + dg .
B. Accuracy evaluation
In order to evaluate the impact of our approach adjusted for
the accuracy of the underlying (centralized) place recognition
algorithm, we evaluate precision and recall relative to the
matches of that centralized algorithm. Absolute precision and
recall for the centralized algorithm are reported in [14]. Rel-
ative precision and recall are then calculated using the binary
classification values described in Table I. Since the reference
place recognition can match backwards in time, we expand the
matches returned by our method by all their inverse matches;
that is, if our method matches IA to IB , a match from IB to
IA is added to the set of matches for evaluation. Furthermore,
matches where the query or match frame is less than 2s off
a corresponding ground truth match are also considered true
positives.
Since both the centralized and the decentralized method use
the same geometric verification method, one can expect that
relative precision is 1. We have verified that this is indeed the
case, therefore we only report relative recall. Very occasionally
there are single false positives among ∼ 100 true positives.
C. Computation time and memory evaluation
Finally, we evaluate the computational cost of our approach
by measuring the CPU times for five subroutines: tlp, the local
tp fp fn
If q(Iq) 6= ∅ and q(Iq) ⊂ q′(Iq) 1 0 0
If q(Iq) ∩ q′(Iq) 6= ∅ yet q(Iq) 6⊂ q′(Iq) 1 1 0
If q(Iq) 6= ∅ and q(Iq) ∩ q′(Iq) = ∅ 0 1 0
If q′(Iq) 6= q(Iq) = ∅ 0 0 1
If q′(Iq) = q(Iq) = ∅ 0 0 0
TABLE I
RELATIVE TRUE POSITIVE, FALSE POSITIVE AND FALSE NEGATIVE
EVALUATION FOR EACH QUERY FRAME Iq . HERE, q(Iq) IS THE SET OF
MATCHED FRAMES RETURNED BY OUR ALGORITHM, WHILE q′(Iq) IS THE
SET OF MATCHED FRAMES RETURNED BY THE CENTRALIZED VERSION.
processing time without processing related to the distributed
candidate selection. This contains mostly addition of the query
frame to the local database and reference score calculation,
a DBoW trick to adaptively select a threshold for candidate
rejection [14]. We use this reference score only for the full
query that is sent to the robot selected by the distributed
candidate selection query. The local processing time dedicated
to the distributed candidate selection is measured separately as
tld and contains mostly splitting up of the bag-of-words vector
~vq and the evaluation of the partial scores (4) of self-assigned
words. The handling of distributed candidate selection queries
from other robots is measured as trd. Finally, full query
handling is measured with candidate selection time trcs and
geometric verification time trgv.
We are able to reliably measure these times with up to 16
robot processes, beyond which we encounter anomalies which
we attribute to context switching, file system waits and other
low-level causes. Such anomalies also occur spuriously with
fewer robot processes, which is why we use the median and
quartiles to accumulate these measurements.
With these measurements, we can estimate the total compu-
tation cost per query with tlp+ tld+ (n− 1)trd+ trcs+ trgv.
We compare this with a decentralized, query-all approach
whose time is modeled with tlp + (n − 1)(trcs + trgv), as
well as a decentralized, query-all approach with only one
geometric verification modeled with tlp + (n− 1)trcs + trgv.
We do not compare with a centralized approach, since there,
all the computational and memory load is focused on a single
machine.
In terms of memory requirements, our approach should
be somewhat more expensive than the query-all approach.
Since for the geometrical verification query we maintain the
same data structures as the query-all approach, our memory
requirements are strictly larger by the data structure necessary
for distributed candidate selection. The accumulation of this
data should be exactly the same as the inverted index data that
is used for local candidate selection at each robot, except that
it is re-arranged between the robots, and each frame reference
also contains a reference to the robot that has seen it. In
particular, if all robots query the same amount of frames, the
size of the data structure should not depend on the robot count
n. We verify this using a profiling tool.
VI. RESULTS
The amount of data exchanged per query is reported in
Fig. 1. Unsurprisingly, our approach requires less bandwidth
than both decentralized, query all approaches starting with
as little as 3 robots. Furthermore we see that dc < dg . A
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Distributed query payload size = 2000·
Word index and score 4 + 4
Geometric verification query payload size = 2000·
Short integer keypoint coordinates 2 · 2
Single precisiton keypoint uncertainty 4
ORB descriptor 32
Single precistion landmark 3d positions 3 · 4
TABLE II
PAYLOADS, IN BYTES, OF THE DISTRIBUTED CANDIDATE SELECTION
QUERIES (CORRESPONDS TO dc) AND THE TARGETED GEOMETRIC
VERIFICATION QUERY (CORRESPONDS TO dg ). THE FACTOR 2000 STEMS
FROM ORB-SLAM, WHICH TRACKS 2000 KEYPOINTS AT EVERY FRAME.
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Recall relative to centralized evaluation
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Fig. 7. Recall relative to centralized place recognition. Mean, minimum and
maximum are reported for 10 trials each.
detailed listing of the data transmitted at each query, minus
overhead and responses, is provided in Table II. We are using
the geometric verification method from ORB-SLAM [27],
which requires both the original ORB descriptors of keypoints
for accurate keypoint matching in presence of ambiguities
as well as the 3D positions of corresponding landmarks for
scale drift-aware 3D-3D RANSAC. Thus, dg could be reduced
by omitting the landmark 3D positions and using 2D-3D
RANSAC. We speculate that dg could be further reduced by
not sending ORB descriptors, but only node IDs at a certain
level of the vocabulary tree, and using a RANSAC that can
take 1-to-n matches into account. Finally, as annunciated at
the end of section III, both dc and dg can be reduced by
only sending a subset of most relevant keypoints. Neither of
these reductions would change the fact that our approach is
more scalable than classical decentralized place recognition.
Moreover, since dc < dg should be the case even if dg is
strongly reduced, our approach is always worthwhile with
more than three robots — at least considering the amount of
data that needs to be exchanged.
From an accuracy perspective, Fig. 7 shows that for groups
of up to 20 robots, recall is only mildly affected, being
typically above 0.9, and at worst 0.8 times as high as with
centralized place recognition. Interestingly, the biggest amount
of robots does not result in the worst recall. We have found
that the groups of robots that exhibit lower recall happen to
traverse portions of the map (Fig. 5) that are hard to match —
note that adding a robot to the system also adds a new sub-
trajectory, which has new potential matches with respect to the
rest of the map. As we add more robots with trajectories that
are easy to match to a group with low recall, the overall true
positives increase faster than the false negatives, and recall
increases.
The computation times per subroutine, as evaluated on
KITTI 00, are reported in Fig. 8. The local processing time tlp
is relatively large, and profiling with valgrind reveals that
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Fig. 8. Subroutine durations as a function of robot count. lp: local processing,
ld: local DII query, rgv: remote geometric verification, rd: remote DII query,
rcs: remote candidate selection.
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Fig. 9. Estimation of per-query total duration based on subroutine durations
(see Fig. 8). qn-vn: query all with geometric verification at each robot, qn-v1:
query all with geometric verification at only best robot.
most of it can be attributed to the calculation of the reference
score, which in our case involves intricate data structure traver-
sal. Both the local and remote distributed candidate selection
decrease with the amount of robots. This is on one hand well
explained by the fact that the size of the partial vectors ~v(r)q
which are processed per robot decreases as the robot count
increases. On the other hand, it might seem surprising, since
at the same time, the total amount of frames grows with the
amount of robots. This, however, just indicates the efficiency
of the inverted index approach. The candidate selection from
a full query at a single robot’s map trcs fluctuates, which
we attribute to heuristics applied in DBoW. In fact, profiling
in one instance reveals that `1 score evaluation takes around
40% of the time. However, heuristics are applied for candidate
filtering based on common word count before score evaluation.
Similar heuristics are applied for geometric verification time
trgv, which exhibits even stronger fluctuations. The estimated
overall execution time is reported in Fig. 9. The sampled
memory footprint of the distributed inverted index per robot in
the KITTI 00 dataset fluctuates between roughly 7 and 10 MB
out of 100 MB overall memory use and is not correlated with
the robot count. We explain these fluctuations with uneven
word distribution and pre-allocation of std::vector, which
we use as mapee in the inverted index.
VII. DISCUSSION: SCALABILITY IN REAL NETWORKS
So far, we have seen that our approach requires one or-
der less data to be exchanged than previous decentralized
visual place recognition approaches that also do not preclude
matches. In this section, we re-consider all the data exchanged
per unit of time (1) and discuss how the scalability with respect
to the amount of exchanged data translates to scalability in
real networks. Seeing the main application of our approach in
mobile robotics, we only consider wireless data transmission.
The following discussion is based on a comprehensive survey
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of wireless sensor networks [31]. Considering the large amount
of available protocols and considerations listed in that survey, a
complete discussion is well outside of the scope of this paper.
Instead, we discuss two points that we consider most relevant
to a prospective deployment of our system. To compare
our approach to a decentralized query-all approach we only
analyze the communication necessary for candidate selection.
This is the only communication in our approach which is not
strictly a subset of the communication in the former. Note that
the communication needed for centralized place recognition is
strictly a subset of all considered decentralized approaches,
and so we will not consider it in this comparison. In the
considered scenario, all robots make a query simultaneously.
We define dt→r the data transmitted from robot t to robot r,
b(d) the byte size of d, t(d) the time required to transmit d over
a direct connection and pl the probability of packet loss in a
direct connection. Subscript o denotes the use of our approach
while subscript a denotes the use of a query-all approach. We
use the following simplified model:
b(dt→i) = b(dt→j) ∀t, i, j ∈ {r} (8)
b(dt→ia ) = n · b(dt→io ) .= b? (9)
t(di→j) = B · 1
1− pl b(d
i→j), (10)
where B is the bandwidth that is assumed equal for all con-
nections and i and j in (10) are within communication range.
(10) reflects that a packet might need to be re-transmitted once
with a probability of pl, twice with a probability of p2l , etc.
Channels, multi-casting and packet loss A given wireless
channel can only have one active transmitter at a given time,
while it may have multiple concurrent receivers. Hardware
designed for a given frequency typically only has access to a
limited amount of channels. If the amount of robots in a group
is smaller than the amount of available channels, each robot
could receive on a separate channel and switch the transmitter
channel depending on which other robot it would like to talk
to. Assuming the robots are all in communication range and
assuming that they could coordinate with negligible cost that
only one robot talks to a given robot at the same time, each
robot r would simply need to sequentially transmit dr→i ∀i 6=
r in parallel with the other robots and so the total time for
candidate selection t = (n − 1) · t(dt→i). Applying (8)-(10),
we obtain ta = n · to. Note that as long as enough channels
can be provided, the duration of candidate selection in our
approach is independent of the size of the robot group!
If only c < n channels can be provided, several robots
need to listen to the same channel. With that, the data thus
additionally needs to be addressed, and not all robots can
receive data at the same time. In the worst case, if c = 1,
we can show that with the above transmission approach
t = (n−1)·n·t(dt→i). ta = n·to still holds, but the scalability
with respect to the number of robots is now limited. Note that
with the query-all approach we could exploit that the queries
originating from one robot are all the same. Since all robots
are listening to the same channel, the querying robot could
thus address its data to all robots (multi-cast), and if pl = 0
we can show that ta = to, and our approach has no advantage
over the query-all approach besides the use of less CPU time.
However, our approach still has merit in the presence of
packet loss. Assuming that the packet loss dice are rolled
for each receiver independently, (10) needs to be adapted
for multi-cast. Now, a packet needs to be retransmitted with
probability (1− (1− pl)n), and thus
t(di→{r 6=i}) = B · 1
(1− pl)n b(d
i→{r 6=i}) (11)
and our approach remains faster with to = (1 − pl)n−1ta.
Reliability of multi-cast is a well-known issue in wireless
networks [32].
Multi-hop networks We have previously assumed that
all robots are within communication range of each other.
However, n-to-n communication can be achieved with more
relaxed constrains using multi-hop networks. To that end, data
exchanged between two robots that are not directly connected
needs to be routed according to the available topology [33]
and the robots need to be controlled in a way that maintains
overall connectivity [34]. Due to the sheer amount of possible
topologies in a multi-hop network, we cannot derive and
compare to and ta within the scope of this paper. We have
already shown that to ≤ ta for the case where all robots
can directly communicate. It is simple to show that for the
remaining cases the amount of data that needs to be routed is
smaller with our approach than with a query-all approach. If
not all robots can communicate directly, there is at least one
robot a such that from the remaining robots one can form two
non-empty robot sets B and C, such that all communication
from a to C needs to go through at least one robot in B.
This can be shown by contradiction: if no such robot a exists,
this means that for every robot, no sets B and C fulfilling
the above condition can be constructed. In other words, for
every robot a′ there exists no other robot c′ such that the
communication between a′ and c′ would need to be routed
through at least one other robot b′. In that case, however, all
robots can communicate directly, which contradicts the initial
premise.
In our application, the robots in B are cumulatively respon-
sible for forwarding da→C := da→j ∀j ∈ C. With the query-
all approach, da→Ca is the full query originating in a, which
needs to be sent to all robots, and thus ba(da→C) = b?. With
our approach, da→Co is only the portion of the
b?
n -sized queries
originating in a that are addressed to C, and thus bo(da→C) =
|C|
n b
?, which is strictly smaller than ba(da→C). We have thus
shown that the amount of data that needs to be forwarded
with our approach is less than with a query-all approach. We
assume that in a multi-hop network, data forwarding can only
increase the overall time needed to transmit the same data as in
a fully connected work, and that this increase should correlate
positively with a combination of b(da→C) for different a,C.
Since bo(da→C) < ba(da→C) ∀ a,C we conclude that our
approach should also be worthwhile in a multi-hop network.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a method that makes
decentralized place recognition competitive compared to cen-
tralized place recognition in terms of the amount of data
transmitted per robot count n, while only mildly affecting
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recall. This is opposed to previous decentralized place recog-
nition approaches, which, while generally maintaining perfect
relative recall, typically use n − 1 times more bandwidth
than centralized place recognition. Unlike centralized place
recognition, our decentralized method evenly distributes the
workload among the robots involved. At the same time, it is
deployable anywhere as long as the robots can communicate
with each other. We have validated our approach for groups
of up to 20 robots on the public datasets KITTI and Ma´laga
and discussed what it would mean to deploy it in wireless
networks.
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